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1. Introduction

Third generation sequencing technologies create reads which are much longer than those reads created with older technologies. One advantage of longer reads is that the abundant information helps to remove the uncertainty of repeating regions in the assembly. But, this long length comes at cost: longer reads have much higher error rates. When using those reads for genome assembling, one of the main problems is capturing those errors and correcting them. Even though there are some assemblers which are quite robust to such errors, there is still room to improve the correctness of the assemblies. This work tries to apply deep learning techniques in order to improve the assemblies. Code can be found at https://github.com/ajuric/consensus-net.

Classical pipeline for creating an assembly consists of three phases: overlap, layout and consensus phase. In the overlap phase, reads are aligned with each other. Those alignments are then used in layout phase to construct a graph structure which is then exploited to create an assembly genome. In last phase, consensus phase, assembled genome is "polished" - we traverse all genome positions and see if the base at given position matches the bases in reads aligned to that position. The most simple method used for consensus is the majority vote - the base in the genome should be the one which is in the most reads aligned to that position. Described pipeline is often referenced as Overlap-Alignment-Consensus (OLC) paradigm (Myers E.W. et al. (2000)).

Existing classical consensus tools use handcrafted rules for calculating the consensus. The risk with this method is that it is quite possible that not all cases will be covered with the handcrafted rules. Instead, this work will let the deep convolutional neural network to learn those rules by itself.

Second chapter represents the related work in the field - both using the classical and deep learning methods. Environment used for running the experiments is described in the third chapter. Fourth chapter describes various workflows, pileup creation versions, models and data shapes. Results along with datasets analysis and ablation study are in the fifth chapter. Future ideas and possible work are represented in the sixth chapter. Finally, conclusion in the seventh chapter concludes the results of this work.
2. Related work

Existing tools for consensus phase are based on statistics, classical algorithms and/or machine learning. Some of the popular tools for consensus are Nanopolish, Quiver (and Arrow), Racon, and one of the recent tools, Medaka.

**Nanopolish** (Loman et al. (2015)) tool has multiple purposes, one of which is calculating an improved consensus. It can also detect base modifications, call SNPs and indels with respect to a reference genome and more. It is developed for Oxford Nanopore MinION data. The method used in Nanopolish is the Profile Hidden Markov Model. At the time, method improved assembled genome of E. Coli from 98.4% to 99.4% nucleotide identity.

**Quiver** and **Arrow** (PacificBiosciences (2018)) are methods developed by PacificBiosciences and for PacBio data. Quiver was first version of method. It is a consensus model based on a conditional random field approach. It’s accuracies were approaching or even exceeding Q60 (one error per million bases). But, over the years Quiver has proven difficult to train and develop so it was replaced by Arrow - improved consensus model based on a more straightforward hidden Markov model approach.

**Racon** (Vaser et al. (2016)) is an ultrafast consensus module for raw de novo genome assembly of long uncorrected reads. It can be used as a polishing tool after the assembly with either Illumina data or data produced by third generation of sequencing (PacBio and Oxford Nanopore MinION data). It uses SIMD accelerated, partial order alignment based stand-alone consensus module which when coupled with Miniasm enables consensus genomes with similar or better quality than state-of-the-art methods while being an order of magnitude faster.

**Medaka** (Nanoporetech (2018)) is a new tool for error correcting sequencing data, particularly aimed at nanopore sequencing and the first known tool to use deep learning methods for consensus phase (even though it is not finished yet). It is developed for both training and inference. The model consists of two GRUs. Alignments in dataset are converted to run-length encoding. On some assemblies it gave better results than Racon and Nanopolish and, also, run time was faster. Those benchmarks can be found
on documents page of Medaka.

Similar problem to consensus is variant calling - problem in which we have a reference genome and then try to find differences between that reference genome and assembled genome. Output is positions which differ in bases - variants. Since this problem is even more similar to consensus problem in terms of deep learning, it is definitely worth mentioning and studying variant calling methods which use deep learning: DeepVariant, VariantNet and Clairvoyante.

**DeepVariant** (Poplin et al. (2018)) is a pioneer work for using deep learning in variant calling. It represents a significant step from expert-driven statistical modeling towards more automatic deep learning approaches for developing software to interpret biological instrumentation data. Instead of hand-crafting parametrized statistical models which still produced a lot of errors despite invested effort, DeepVariant uses deep convolutional neural network to call genetic variation in aligned next-generation sequencing read data by learning statistical relationships (likelihoods) between images of read pileups around putative variant sites and ground-truth genotype calls. Convolutional neural network was selected due to the great results in image processing in computer vision, so dataset for variant calling problem was formed by creating images of read pileups. DeepVariant won "highest performance" award for SNPs in a FDA-administered variant calling challenge. Method was developed to perform well not only on a specific technology, but on a variety of sequencing technologies.

**VariantNet** (Chin (2017)) is a simple convolutional network inspired by DeepVariant. It’s motivation was a loss of information in dataset during conversion of read pileups to images in DeepVariant. Instead of creating images of read pileups, VariantNet uses one-hot-like matrices to encode counting number of bases (A, C, G and T) and differences between reads and reference for consecutive positions - the similar dataset design is used in this work. Advantage of such dataset design is much smaller neural network: VariantNet uses only two convolutional and 3 fully-connected layers in contrast to DeepVariant which uses large neural network developed for image classification.

**Clairvoyante** (Luo et al. (2018)) is recent work in variant calling using deep learning - it uses multi-task 5-layered convolutional neural network model for predicting variant type (SNP or indel), zygosity, alternative allele and indel length from aligned reads. It gave slightly better results than DeepVariant (e.g. on HG001 dataset Clairvoyante had 97.65% precision, 96.53% recall and 97.09% F1-score, and DeepVariant had 97.25% precision, 90.73% recall and 92.67% F1-score). Method is developed for Illumina, PacBio and Oxford Nanopore MinION data.
3. Environment

Nowadays more and more tools have multiple different dependencies on other tools, frameworks, programming languages and drivers. Common case is installing different versions of same tool on the same machine. This increased complexity of developing makes projects very hard to maintain and almost impossible to reproduce on other machines.

Container technology is popular and practical solution in this cases, especially in deep learning where listed problems are faced daily. Containers allow isolating programs and packaging them with their dependencies. One of the other advantages of containers is their fast start.

Container technology used here is Docker (Babak et al. (2017)). Created Docker image used in these experiments contains appropriate CUDA, cuDNN, TensorFlow versions, appropriate Python module dependencies (Pysam, Pysamstats, Keras, CometML, ...) and installation of various bioinformatics data handling tools (Minimap, Minimap2, Racon, ...). Dockerfile can be found in provided Github repository so all dependencies can be found in it. Further sections will describe each of those dependencies.

Exact version of Docker used is Nvidia-Docker2 (NVIDIA (2018)) runtime. Nvidia-Docker2 runtime allows the usage of NVIDIA GPUs in the containers. If there are multiple GPUs on a single machine, this runtime allows configuring containers to use only specified GPUs by exposing only those GPUs in a container. This can be achived with ‘\texttt{NV\_GPU=X}’ parameter in command line arguments where X is the GPU number which can be found with ‘\texttt{nvidia-smi}’ command (if more GPUs need to be used, numbers are split with ‘,‘). This is helpful since default behaviour of TensorFlow is to occupy all GPUs on a machine, even in cases when only one GPU is used.
4. Methods

This chapter describes different models used in experiments and various workflows which are the same for all models. Those workflows include dataset creation, model training and inference (new consensus). There are some steps which are shared between different workflows. Most notable one is pileup creation which has three modes of work.

4.1. Workflows

All workflows described here have corresponding scripts in code repository.

4.1.1. Dataset workflow

Figure 4.1 shows workflow for creating a dataset which will be used for training. Input to this workflow is a list of pairs of references and corresponding reads.

For each pair, reference and its corresponding reads, following process is executed. Reads are aligned to reference using Minimap2 (Li (2018)) because Minimap2 can output an alignment in SAM format (Wikipedia (2016b)). ('-ax map-pb/ont-pb -t' are command line arguments for Minimap2 for alignment specifying PacBio or Nanopore data and the number of threads for running). SAM format is then converted to BAM format (Wikipedia (2016a)) using SAMtools (Research (2009)) ('view' command in SAMtools). Alignment in BAM format is then sorted by leftmost coordinates ('sort' command in samtools), and, finally, index is created out of sorted BAM alignment ('index'). That index is used by some tools which create pileups (Pysam (developers (2009)) and Pysamstats (Miles (2012)) - both tools are described in Pileups creation section).

Sorted BAM alignment and index are used in the next step by PileupGenerator to create pileups. Pileups are shown in figure 4.2. For each position on reference, we store the number of bases of reads aligned to that position. E.g. if there are 10 reads
Figure 4.1: Dataset workflow - shows how dataset is being created from reference and reads pairs.

aligned to some position $i$ and 3 of those reads have base 'A' at that position, 1 read has base 'C' at that position and 6 reads have base 'T' at that position, then numbers for that pileup column would be 3, 1, 0 and 6 with respect to bases 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'T'. Those numbers of bases will be used to create samples ($X$), and bases in references will be used to create labels ($y$) for those samples.

Note that the reference could consist of multiple contigs due to various biological reasons or due to the reference reconstruction errors caused by the assembler tools. Above description for reference processing could be seen as situation in which there is only one contig. In situation with multiple contigs, each of those contigs is processed in the same manner as described above for the reference processing. After all contigs are processed, all pileups from different contigs are concatenated in one list as if there are no contigs (or, from another perspective: as if there is only one contig). This is possible because the source of one pileup column (the exact contig) is irrelevant for the model training. Multiple contigs are shown on figure 4.3.

The final step of this workflow is creating a dataset. At the start we select a \textit{neighbourhood size}. \textit{neighbourhood size} specifies, when we are at some position $i$, how much positions do we consider to the left and to the right of our current position $i$. This results in creating a sample which covers a $2*\text{neighbourhood size}+1$ positions in total. This is showed in figure 4.4. Final shape of samples is $(2*\text{neighbourhood size}+1, R)$ where $R$ is the number of rows shown on figure 4.4 and it depends on \textit{PileupGenerator}. (Actually, more intuitive shape which resembles the situation on figure 4.4 would be...
Figure 4.2: Pileups

Figure 4.3: Reference consisting of multiple contigs

(R, 2*neighbourhood_size+1), but Keras tool needs it this way. More about Keras input shapes can be found in section about models.) Constructing a sample in such way, we hope to provide more information to model when trying to learn the mapping between samples and labels, i.e. for each position $i$, we are trying to predict from sample the base at position $i$ in reference using the pileup at that position and the neighbouring pileups as help.

After samples are created for each reference and reads pair, those samples are mixed together in order to make dataset more general (in contrast to having samples from only one reference in dataset which could easily lead to overfitting to that particular reference). Notice that pileups for some reference-read pair and PileupGenerator is always the same. Hence, pileups could be reused to create datasets with different neighbourhood_size. They are computed only once per reference-read pair and Pile-
Figure 4.4: Sample

\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{A} & \text{G} & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{T} & \text{T} & \text{G} & \text{C} & \text{A} \\
\#A & 8 & 2 & 0 & 1 & 3 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 6 \\
\#C & 0 & 1 & 1 & 5 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 9 & 2 \\
\#G & 1 & 9 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 7 & 10 & 0 & 2 \\
\#T & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 6 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{array}\]

4.1.2. Training workflow

Figure 4.5 shows workflow for training the models. Input to this workflow is a dataset and list of models to be trained.

Training queue manages the whole training process: it takes a model one by one from the list of models, starts the training of that model by providing the model with dataset and saves the trained model after training. Saved model is used for inference in inference workflow.

During the training, various information is uploaded on CometML (developers (2018)) - framework which captures the training progress, saves the training metrics and provides visualization of training process. Such tool is inevitable since a lot of experiments are run and without it lot of results would be just lost. Key feature of CometML is that in order to start tracking the training progress almost no code needs to be modified: user just needs to import CometML at the beginning of the Python code and provide it with his user key which is always the same for the one specific user.
4.1.3. Inference workflow

Inference workflow consists of two parts: assembly creation part, shown on figure 4.6, and inference part, shown on figure 4.7. Input to inference workflow is reference and corresponding reads. In real usage, reference could be omitted, but in these experiments reference is used for calculation of assembly identity with reference before and after polishing it with deep neural network.

In the assembly creation part of inference workflow "blade script" is used to create an assembly. Blade script follows the OLC paradigm in the assembly creation. First, Minimap (min) is used to calculate the overlaps between reads. In layout phase, Miniasm (min) is used to calculate the assembly graph. In consensus phase, Racon is used to polish the assembly with two iterations of polishing. Note that deep learning model consensus polishing comes after another consensus tool. The idea is to try to polish the assembly after another consensus tool so that the identity measure of assembly to reference rises even more. Also, other consensus tools usually follow hand-crafted polishing rules, while with deep learning model polishing rules are being...
learned automatically. The last step in this part is the calculating the identity measure with Mummer tool (Kurtz et al. (2004)) (using ‘dnadiff’ command): it compares reference and assembly and calculates the identity measure.

The inference part of inference workflow shares a lot of steps with dataset workflow as can be seen in figure 4.7. The input to this part are reads and assembly from previous part of this workflow. First, reads are aligned to the assembly with Minimap2 and the alignment is converted to BAM file in the same manner as in dataset workflow. Sorted BAM alignment and index are used in the next step by PileupGenerator to create pileups. As opposite to the dataset workflow, pileups from different contigs are kept separate so that the final consensus after the neural network polishing has the same number of contigs as the assembly. After pileups creation, same procedure for dataset creation is used as in dataset workflow to prepare data for inference. Prepared data needs to have the same neighbourhood size as the model which will be used for inference (that model was trained on dataset with the same neighbourhood size). Output of this step is the polished consensus with the neural network. The polished consensus is then processed with Mummer together with the reference to calculate the identity measure. Two identity measures are compared (one from assembly creation part and the other from this part) to check the consensus quality after the polishing with neural network.

4.2. Pileups creation

Pileups creation is used in dataset and inference workflow and is implemented in PileupGenerator class. Configuration of pileup directly affects the dataset and model per-
formance - if pileup is constructed well (contains important information and that information is represented well), model will perform better. Three version of pileup creation are supported: overlap with no indels, overlap with indels and MSA supported overlap with indels. All versions support multiple contigs: contigs are processed separately and, depending on the dataset or inference workflow, they are concatenated (dataset workflow) or they are passed to following steps separated (inference workflow).

4.2.1. Overlap with no indels

This version is implemented in PysamstatsNoIndelGenerator class. It provides the pileups as described in dataset workflow. For each position on reference, we only store the number of bases of reads aligned to that position. Indels are ignored. E.g. if there are 10 reads aligned to some position \( i \) and 3 of those reads have base 'A' at that position, 1 read has base 'C' at that position and 6 reads have base 'T' at that position, then numbers for 6 that pileup column would be 3, 1, 0 and 6 with respect to bases 'A', 'C', 'G' and 'T'. The label for that column would be the base in reference at position \( i \). Such pileup is show on figure 4.8.

![Figure 4.8: Overlap with no indels version of pileups](image)

Pysamstats is a tool based on Pysam tool. Tools provide information needed for pileup creation - for each position on reference, tools can provide the exact number of bases in the alignment. Pysamstats provides aggregated results for each position, while Pysam provides a list of reads for each position which then needs to be processed to extract the number of each base. Therefore, Pysamstats is faster in execution and is used in this work.
4.2.2. Overlap with indels

This version is implemented in *PysamstatsIndelGenerator* class. It differs from the above version in a way that it stores indels in the following manner. For each position on reference, Pysamstats provides the number of bases, but it also provides the number of deletions and insertions. Pileup column now has two more rows: 4 rows as before for bases and one row for insertions and one row for deletions as shown in figure 4.9. Label is now not just the base in the reference at current pileup position. If the number of insertions or deletions for that position is greater then the number of all other bases ($num_I > \max(num_A, num_C, num_G, num_T)$ or $num_D > \max(num_A, num_C, num_G, num_T)$), then label is insertion or deletion, depending which number is greater. Otherwise, label is the base in the reference at that position.

![Diagram of pileup labels and overlap with indels](image)

**Figure 4.9: Overlap with indels** version of pileups

Note that insertions and deletions in this work are considered in regards to reads. Deletion means that there is one base missing in the read so there is a gap in the read. Insertion means that there is one base inserted in the read so there is a gap in the reference. When Pysamstats reports number of deletions for some position, it just counts the deletions in reads on that position. Since Pysamstats only iterates over positions in reference, reporting number of insertions is not that trivial. Hence, when Pysamstats reports the number of insertions for some position, it counts how many reads have an insertion sequence on the right of that position. All contigs are processed separately.
4.2.3. MSA supported overlap with indels

This version is implemented in *RaconMSAGenerator* class. Previous version didn’t consider the alignment between the reads, but only the alignment of reads to the reference. This version considers the alignment between the reads also. By using the sliding window technique when looking at the alignment to the reference, it tries to align reads between themselves to make pileups more accurate. Described technique is known as Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA).

Modified version of Racon tool is used to provide MSA. It outputs the textual file which is organized in the following way. Every six lines represent the following: contig, number of 'A' bases, number of 'C' bases, number of 'G' bases, number of 'T' bases and the number of deletions. Insertions are encoded into contig. As insertion is the gap in the reference, it is represented by empty position in the contig. MSA output file is shown in the figure 4.10. When calculating the label for some position, if there is a gap in the contig (insertion), it is labeled as insertion. Otherwise, if number of deletions for that position is greater than number of all bases, pileup is labeled as deletion. At last, if none of the previous two cases are filled, pileup is labeled as the base in the contig for that position.

![Figure 4.10: MSA supported overlap with indels version of pileups](image)

4.3. Models

During experimenting, lot of model architectures were tested. Some of them showed poor performance, some of them were good. Hence, here are described only four out of 30 models tested. When hyperparameter tuning is taken into account, actual number of tested architectures is much greater. Model naming was their serial number of creation and does not have any special meaning.
One specificity of designed models is their size - such models are called slim models: 3 out of 4 described models have only $10^4$ parameters, while 1 model has $0.5M$ parameters. Small size enables fast training and inference. But, despite fast inference, the inference workflow takes a couple of minutes for bacteria with genome size of few million bases because a lot of time is spent in other steps (preprocessing - creating pile-ups and data with appropriate \textit{neighbourhood\_size} and postprocessing - converting predictions to nucleus bases).

All described models have the same following settings. Adam (Kingma i Ba (2014)) is the algorithm used for optimizing the cross-entropy loss. Batch size was 10000. Models were trained for 150 epochs with early stopping (Goodfellow et al. (2016)) criterion set to stop the process if there were no improvement in validation loss for 3 consecutive epochs. Early stopping is actually one way of the implicit regularization. In the experiments, early stopping usually ended the training long before 150\textit{th} epoch - experiments were stopped around 20\textit{th} epoch. The learning rate policy was set to reduce the learning rate after 50 epochs - every 5th epoch after 50th epoch, learning rate was set to 0.95 value of the current learning rate. As can be seen, this learning rate policy rarely took effect due to the early stopping.

Abbreviations for layers parameters used in the model figures are the following. For convolutional layer, $f$ is the number of filters (output channels), $p$ is padding, $ks$ is kernel size, $s$ is the stride and \textit{reg} is the kernel regularization - weight decay - in form of L2-norm. For polling layer, $ps$ is the pool size and $s$ is the stride. For dense layer, $o$ is the number of neurons. For dropout layer, $p$ is the fraction of input units to drop.

\textbf{4.3.1. Model 7}

Model 7 is shown in figure 4.11. This slim model consists only of two 1D-convolutional layers, one maximum polling layer (after the first convolutional layer) and one dense block. Activations used in convolutional layers are ReLU and in the output (dense) layer is the softmax. All layer parameters are described in the figure. Neither layer has explicit regularization (like weight regularization in convolutional and dense layer). Explicit regularization showed performance decrease on validation set. Reasons for good performance without explicit regularization are probably the effect of implicit regularization caused by large enough dataset used for training, slim model itself (model with not too large capacity) and early stopping.

Model has 10286 parameters for dataset with \textit{neighbourhood\_size} = 20.
4.3.2. Model 11

Model 11 is shown in figure 4.12. This slim model differs from model 7 only in one layer: batch normalization (Ioffe i Szegedy (2015)) layer after the second convolutional layer. Activations used in convolutional layers are ReLU and in the output (dense) layer is the softmax. Again, neither layer has explicit regularization (like weight regularization in convolutional and dense layer) due to the same reasons as for model 7.

Figure 4.12: Model 11

Model has 10466 parameters for dataset with neighbourhood_size = 20.

4.3.3. Model 23

Model 23 is shown in figure 4.13. This slim model has three 1D-convolutional layer, two maximum polling layer (after the first two convolutional layers), one batch normalization layer (after the third convolutional layer) and one dense layer. Activations
used in convolutional layers are ReLU and in the output (dense) layer is the softmax. Neither layer has explicit regularization due to the same reasons as for previous two models.

![Figure 4.13: Model 23](image)

Model has 12866 parameters for dataset with \( \text{neighbourhood\_size} = 20 \).

### 4.3.4. Model 24

Model 24 is shown in figure 4.14. This model is not so slim as the previous three models. It consists of three 1D-convolutional layers, three maximum polling layers (one after each convolutional layer), two dense layers and one dropout. Activation used in all layers except the last dense layer is SeLU (Klambauer et al. (2017)). The last dense layer has softmax activation function. Convolutional layers in this model are regularized with L2 weight regularization with weight decay set to \( 10^{-3} \).

Model has 527062 parameters for dataset with \( \text{neighbourhood\_size} = 20 \).

### 4.3.5. Input and output shape of models

Datasets for training and data which is prepared for inference are shaped in a particular way to fit the Keras input shapes.

The first layer in all models in 1D-convolutional layer. It’s input shape is \((\text{batch, steps, channels})\). \text{batch} is the number of samples in batch. \text{steps} is the width of sample (in this case it is equal to \( 2\times\text{neighbourhood\_size}+1 \)). This number could be viewed as the number of time steps in time series sequence, hence the name \text{steps} is used. \text{channels} is the number of input channels in that 1D-convolutional layer.
Because of such input shape, samples are not in a more intuitive form as shown on figure 4.4 (kod dataset workflow), but are in a shape shown on figure 4.15. Every row which stores the number of specific base for consecutive positions is placed in its own channel making the data one dimensional (with more channels) instead of two dimensional. Actually, such shape better fits the convolutional layer properties.

If the data were two dimensional (all rows one below each other in two dimensional matrix), that would suggest some two dimensional topological order. But, rows in a sample are placed in arbitrary order - even though in the first row is the number of bases 'A', that could be any other base. Shaping a data in two dimensional shape
would provide the information that e.g. ’A’ s are above ’C’ s, which are above ’G’ s, and so on, which is obviously misleading. As it is shown here, two dimensional topological order does not exist here as in images, but only a one dimensional topological order (genomes and reads can be viewed as a sequence with one dimensional topological order). Hence, placing all the rows in their own channels is reasonable.

**One dimensional topological order** which is processed with 1D-convolution is the difference from other similar models (like Clairvoyante, DeepVariant, VariantNet, ...) which use 2D-convolution.
5. Results

Results represented here show that constructed models performed slightly worse and in the few cases slightly better than the consensus without neural network polishing. Various reasons for such results are described in the following sections. Nevertheless, since a lot of steps in the workflows are questionable (like dataset configuration, post-processing of predictions in the inference) a lot of room remains for progress and the model improvement.

5.1. Polishing results

All tables are divided in 3 parts. In the first row there is an average identity of the consensus before the polishing with neural network calculated with Mummer’s tool *dnadiff* command. Other rows show the average identity of the consensus after the polishing with neural network calculated with the same command. These rows are grouped by models trained on the same *neighbourhood_size*. First group has *neighbourhood_size* = 15 and the other *neighbourhood_size* = 20. Also, last column shows the validation accuracy of the trained models. Validation accuracy is missing for some models due to the failure of CometML to store the training progress.

Different tables shows the results for different pileup configurations. Not all 4 described models are used in all datasets and pileup configurations. The reason is that some pileup configurations were shown to be inefficient: e.g. overlap with no indels definitely does not contain all important information because it does not include indels neither in samples neither in the labels. Also, some models were omitted during the experiments in later phases of research as newer models showed better performance.

Results are shown for 3 different datasets. One dataset contains data from PacificBiosciences sequencers, other two from Oxford Nanopore MioION sequencers. In some datasets the part of the data which was used during the training was also used in the inference: reads for some bacteria were used in dataset workflow to create the dataset for training, and later those same reads were used for polishing the consensus.
This is obviously not an unbiased measure, but the reason why this was done is to provide some type of sanity check. If the consensus polishing with neural network cannot improve the consensus whose reads were part of the training process, then it is hard to expect that it will generalize well on samples from reads which were not in the dataset.

### 5.1.1. All bacteria dataset - PacificBiosciences data

This dataset consists of reads created with PacificBiosciences sequencers from 3 bacteria: E. coli (NTCT86), M. morgani (NTCT235), S. enterica (NTCT92 and NTCT129). In total, there are 4 groups of reads. In the inference, all 4 groups are used which were in the training set and also an additional group of reads - K. pneumoniae (NTCT204) - which was not in the dataset. The name of the dataset, All bacteria dataset, only suggest that it was a mix of reads from multiple bacteria.

Table 5.1 shows the results with pileups created by PysamstatsNoIndelGenerator. Table 5.2 shows the results with pileups create by PysamstatsIndelGenerator. Table 5.3 shows the result with pileups created by RaconMSAGenerator. The abbreviations in the tables are the following: E. coli NTCT86 (E), K. pneumoniae NCTC 204 (K), M. morgani NCTC235 (M), S. enterica NCTC92 (S92), S. enterica NCTC129 (S192).

### 5.1.2. S. cerevisiae dataset - Oxford Nanopore MinION data

This dataset consists of reads created with Oxford Nanopore sequencers. Dataset has reads from two reads groups, both groups for S. cerevisiae: one is from R7 and the other from R9 (Nanopore (2016)) sequencing chemistry. In the inference, along with S. cerevisiae read groups, E. coli reads were also used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>99.57, 99.15, 98.83, 98.44, 98.35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=15 model 7</td>
<td>99.56, 98.96, 98.89, 98.43, 98.32</td>
<td>99.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.56, 98.97, 98.89, 98.42, 98.31</td>
<td>99.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=20 model 7</td>
<td>99.56, 99.05, 98.89, 98.42, 98.32</td>
<td>99.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.56, 98.91, 98.89, 98.42, 98.31</td>
<td>99.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.2**: Average identity and validation loss of models on dataset created from *Overlap with indels* version of pileups for *All bacteria dataset*. Abbreviations meanings are given in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>99.57, 99.15, 98.83, 98.44, 98.35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=15 model 7</td>
<td>99.57, 98.77, 98.93, 98.41, 98.36</td>
<td>99.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.57, 98.89, 98.93, 98.41, 98.37</td>
<td>99.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 23</td>
<td>99.57, 98.91, 98.92, 98.41, 98.36</td>
<td>99.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 24</td>
<td>99.54, 97.92, 98.84, 98.36, 98.24</td>
<td>98.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=20 model 7</td>
<td>99.57, 99.01, 98.92, 98.41, 98.37</td>
<td>99.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.58, 98.98, 98.92, 98.40, 98.37</td>
<td>99.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 23</td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 24</td>
<td>99.54, 97.86, 98.84, 98.36, 98.25</td>
<td>98.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.3**: Average identity and validation loss of models on dataset created from *MSA supported overlap with indels* version of pileups for *All bacteria dataset*. Abbreviations meanings are given in the text.
### Table 5.4: Average identity and validation loss of models on dataset created from *Overlap with no indels* version of pileups for *S. cerevisiae* dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>99.32 98.74 97.40</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 7</td>
<td>99.32 98.74</td>
<td>97.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.32 98.74</td>
<td>97.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 7</td>
<td>99.32 98.74</td>
<td>97.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.32 98.74</td>
<td>97.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.5: Average identity and validation loss of models on dataset created from *Overlap with indels* version of pileups for *S. cerevisiae* dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>99.32 98.74 97.40</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 7</td>
<td>99.30 98.62 97.32</td>
<td>99.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.31 98.63 97.32</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 7</td>
<td>99.31 98.63 97.32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.31 98.64 97.33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 shows the results with pileups created by *PysamstatsNoIndelGenerator*. Table 5.5 shows the results with pileups create by *PysamstatsIndelGenerator*. Table 5.6 shows the result with pileups created by *RaconMSAGenerator*.

### 5.1.3. Fusobacterium dataset - Oxford Nanopore MinION data

This dataset consists of reads created with Oxford Nanopore sequencer from different strains of fusobacterium (Todd et al. (2018)). Training dataset has reads from four strains: gonidiaformans (G), mortiferum (M), necrophorum (Ne) and nucleatum-25586 (Nu25). Inference was also done on additional strain which were not in the training set: nucleatum-23726 (Nu23), periodonticum (P), ulcerans (U) and varium (V). All reads are sequenced using R9 chemistry.

Table 5.7 shows the result with pileups created by *RaconMSAGenerator*. Abbreviations in the table are described above.

Results show that no significant improvement hasn’t yet been made: sometimes
Table 5.6: Average identity and validation loss of models on dataset created from MSA supported overlap with indels version of pileups for S. cerevisiae dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>S. cerevisiae R7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>99.32</td>
<td>98.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 7</td>
<td>99.21</td>
<td>98.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>99.17</td>
<td>98.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 23</td>
<td>99.24</td>
<td>98.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 24</td>
<td>98.97</td>
<td>98.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>99.38</td>
<td>99.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>98.89</td>
<td>98.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 23</td>
<td>98.98</td>
<td>98.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 24</td>
<td>98.97</td>
<td>98.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg. Identity</th>
<th>Vall acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>98.96</td>
<td>98.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 11</td>
<td>98.82</td>
<td>98.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 23</td>
<td>98.82</td>
<td>98.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Average identity and validation loss of models on dataset created from MSA supported overlap with indels version of pileups for Fusobacterium dataset. Abbreviations meanings are given in the text.
models increase the average identity of polished consensus, sometimes they decrease it.

### 5.2. Datasets visualization

Investigating the dataset properties can reveal some of the reasons for model failing to improve the average identity of polished consensus.

Following figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show dataset properties for various datasets and pileups versions. First plot in the figure represents the total number of samples for each class. Second plot shows the ratio between the number with most samples and the number of samples of that current class. Class with the most samples will have the ratio of 1, and the class with the number of samples equal to the half of the largest number of samples will have the ration of 0.5.

All plots are made for dataset with `neighbourhood_size = 15`, but distributions are the same for `neighbourhood_size = 20` and the absolute numbers do not differ much, if at all. Table 5.8 shows the number of samples in millions in the training split for each dataset and pileup version. The large dataset sizes (between 10 and 35 millions) causes implicit regularization effect during training and guarantee that models won’t just remember all the samples. The validation splits of those dataset had size of 10% of the corresponding training dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset\pileup version</th>
<th>Overlap with no indels</th>
<th>Overlap with indels</th>
<th>MSA supported overlap with indels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All bacteria dataset</td>
<td>15M</td>
<td>15M</td>
<td>28M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. cerevisia dataset</td>
<td>22M</td>
<td>22M</td>
<td>35M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusobacterium dataset</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.8:** Number of samples in millions in the training split for each dataset and pileup version
Table 5.9: Comparison of error rates between Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore reads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read type</th>
<th>Error rate (Proportion of overall error) (%)</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Insertion</th>
<th>Deletion</th>
<th>Mismatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PacBio</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.087 (5.06)</td>
<td>0.34 (19.48)</td>
<td>1.30 (75.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONT</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>3.12 (32.30)</td>
<td>4.79 (35.70)</td>
<td>5.50 (40.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It looks like the key problem is the imbalance in the number of classes. In a *MSA supported overlap with indels* pileup version, insertion class has the most examples, nucleus bases have approximately the same number of samples, while deletion class has the smallest number of samples. Such distribution of samples per classes affects the model ability to learn the underrepresented classes: models make the most mistakes with deletions (or insertions) as it will be shown in the next section. In a *Overlap with indels* pileup version, situation is the opposite for the insertions and deletions numbers.

There are significant differences in the error rates in Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore reads. Comparison between error rates is given in (Weirather et al. (2017)) and is shown in table 5.9. It can be seen that Pacific Biosciences reads have much smaller error rate and that the most errors come from mismatches, while in Oxford Nanopore reads error rate is much larger and different error types share similar proportion of overall error. Also, it is important to be aware of the average read length: for Pacific Biosciences reads it is $10 - 15\text{ kb}$, while for Oxford Nanopore length can reach up to $900\text{ kb}$ as shown in (Birla (2017)).

### 5.3. Visualization of samples

Figure 5.8 shows the incorrect predictions for model 11 on *Fusobacterium dataset* with *MSA supported overlap with indels* pileup version on a validation split. Plot shows that the most incorrect predictions were for insertions. Those predictions should have been some other class, but the model put them to insertion class. The reason for this is that the insertion class has the most samples in the training set as shown in the previous section. The next largest erroneous predictions were for deletions. Those predictions should have been some other class, but the model put them to deletion class. The reason for this is that the deletion class is overly underrepresented with samples as shown in the previous section.

Figure 5.9 shows the confusion matrix on validation split of mentioned dataset for
model 11. Here can be seen that the most deletions were predicted to be insertions. Reason is simple: model gave them the label of most represented class. Figure 5.10 shows a random sample together with model’s posterior probabilities for that sample where sample was wrongly labeled as not a deletion. Label $t$ on $x$ axis represents the middle position for which the prediction is being made, while flanking positions represent the neighbourhood with $\text{neighbourhood\_size} = 15$.

Same visualizations for other models and datasets are omitted here because they are the same for this pileup version on all dataset for all models. Other pileup versions are not showed because models generally perform better with this pileup version.

5.4. Ablation study

5.4.1. Class weights

To confront the problem of class imbalance, one approach is to use the class weights during the training. Underrepresented classes can be given larger class weights, and overrepresented classes can be given smaller weights. Those class weights are then incorporated in the training process when calculating the loss. Loss for the current sample is multiplied with appropriate class weight and then backpropagated in the network to update the network weights.

This approach introduces new hyperparameters - class weights. The simplest way to calculate the class weights could be to set them to the inverse of class frequency in the dataset. Such class weights could be calculated with sklearn’s `compute_class_weights()` method (learn developers (2007)).

Table 5.10 shows the validation accuracy of models with and without class weights. It turns out that inverse frequency for class weights does not improve the model performance as all validations scores with such class weight are $1 - 2\%$ lower. The inverse frequency puts too much weight on the underrepresented class - deletions.

5.4.2. Finetuning on smaller dataset

One other approach to the problem of class imbalance is to create a synthetic dataset with different samples distribution. For that purposes, couple of synthetic datasets were created from Fusobacterium dataset with MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version and $\text{neighbourhood\_size} = 20$. All those synthetic dataset had larger number of deletions (50k deletions) and other classes had the same or slightly larger number
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Without class weights</th>
<th>With class weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 11</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>98.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 23</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>98.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 24</td>
<td>99.49</td>
<td>97.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Comparison of validation accuracy of models on *Fusobacterium* dataset with MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version and *neighbourhood_size* = 15 with and without class weights calculated using inverse frequency of samples.

All those synthetic datasets showed degradation of performance of models even though models were first trained on original datasets and then finetuned on synthetic datasets. Neither achieved the training accuracy over 50%. Freezing the weights in first layers of the models did not help (it is generally accepted that first layers handle lower abstraction features and that in finetuning it is enough to train just the couple of last layers).

### 5.4.3. Different pileups

Different pileup versions used in this project are described in Methods section. *Overlap with no indels* and *Overlap with indels* pileup versions showed that models trained with them on average showed slightly lower performance on consensus polishing then when trained with MSA supported overlap with indels. That is reasonable since distribution of samples on those two models almost does not include the insertions as shown in dataset visualizations.

### 5.4.4. Manual model architecture search

As stated before, 30 different model architectures were tested manually. Those experiments included models with different number of filters in convolutional layers, kernel sizes, batch normalization after various layers, maximum pollings to increase the receptive fields of layers and so on. Models 7, 11, 23 and 24 showed the best performance on average. List of all experiments (over 300) can be found on CometML page of the project - [https://www.comet.ml/ajuric/consensusnet](https://www.comet.ml/ajuric/consensusnet).
5.4.5. Weight decay

In Models section, three described models had no weight decay applied to their weights during the training. Weight decay is one of the explicit regularization techniques. When weight decay was applied, model showed the decrease in the performance - validation accuracy dropped about $2 - 3\%$, so models were underfitted due to excessive usage of regularization (large enough dataset, slim model with lower capacity and early stopping are all forms of the implicit regularizations and are already used during the training).

5.5. Hyperparameter tuning

To find the better values of hyperparameters of the network (e.g. number of filters and kernel size in the convolutional layers), Bayesian Hyperparameter optimization was used.

Bayesian Hyperparameter optimization (Koehrsen (2018)) is the technique which estimates the score function in the hyperparameter space: $P(score|hyperaparameters)$. Optimization process picks the set of hyperparameters for which it believes are going in the direction of increasing the score function. After the model has finished training and is evaluated, optimization adjust it’s estimation of the score function and repeats the process. The process finishes after the optimization process concludes that its estimation matches the real score function in the hyperparameter space or the maximum number of steps are reached. Because in each iteration the model goes through full training procedure, the process might take long to converge, especially if model is large.

CometML supports the Bayesian Hyperparameter optimization and was used to optimize the number of filters in convolutional layers, kernel size in convolutional layers, maximum pooling size, weight decay and batch size. Over 300 experiments were executed during under the Bayesian Hyperparameter optimization and all can be found at https://www.comet.ml/ajuric/consensusnet - the project page. Optimizations showed a small (0.01%) or no improvement in model performance in contrast to default model hyperparameters which are described in Model section. Such findings suggest that in the whole process the models are not the weak part as they are trained to their maximum extent, but that the other parts should be optimized: class imbalance in the datasets, other pileups versions, and so on.
Figure 5.1: Visualization of All bacteria dataset with neighbourhood_size = 15 and Overlap with no indels pileup version

Figure 5.2: Visualization of All bacteria dataset with neighbourhood_size = 15 and Overlap with indels pileup version

Figure 5.3: Visualization of All bacteria dataset with neighbourhood_size = 15 and MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version
Figure 5.4: Visualization of *S. cerevisiae* dataset with *neighbourhood_size* = 15 and *Overlap with no indels* pileup version

Figure 5.5: Visualization of *S. cerevisiae* dataset with *neighbourhood_size* = 15 and *Overlap with indels* pileup version

Figure 5.6: Visualization of *S. cerevisiae* dataset with *neighbourhood_size* = 15 and *MSA supported overlap with indels* pileup version
Figure 5.7: Visualization of *Fusobacterium* dataset with *neighbourhood_size* = 15 and MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version.

Figure 5.8: Visualization of incorrect predictions for model 11 on *Fusobacterium* dataset with MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version on a validation split.

Figure 5.9: Confusion matrix for model 11 on *Fusobacterium* dataset with MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version on a validation split.
Figure 5.10: Visualization of random sample which was wrongly labeled as not a deletion for model 11 on *Fusobacterium dataset* with *MSA supported overlap with indels* pileup version on a validation split.
6. Future work

The whole process is time consuming and there are a lot of places to improve. Hence, a couple few ideas were left untested and are guidences for future work.

6.1. Datasets

Creating a dataset in the same form as is described in other similar works is definitely worth of trying. Clairvoyante and VariantNet models are both convolutional models and they construct the dataset in the way superior to DeepVariant as the authors describe it. Since those models solve other problem (variant calling), dataset should be adopted for consensus polishing problem, but the main idea stays the same.

Those dataset provide more contextual information than just the neighbourhood of the current position for which prediction is being made - they include the matrices which also stores the differences between the reads and references. Such addition of information could help to improve the polishing consensus process.

6.2. Class weights and sample weights

This project already tried the simplest form of class weights - the inverse frequency. Other class weights could be also tried as the inverse frequency was found to put too much weight on the underrepresented class - deletions. Possible solutions could be putting smaller weight to underrepresented class than the inverse frequency approach would do.

Other possible direction is to put the weights on the samples. This way the sample from the same class can get the different weights which could be especially helpful if particular samples from some class are hard to learn.

The idea of sample weights can be even more extended. In a situation where data is sequential (which is the case with samples with neighbourhood), weights could be
defined for each time step of sequential data. Such modeling enables placing the in-
formation on the center of the sample. With the current learning configuration, models
by themselves must figure out that the most information for predicting the right base
for some sample is stored in the center of the sample. By using the weights for steps,
models are suggested to put more focus on the center of the sample.

All described techniques are supported in Keras’ \texttt{fit()} method (Charles (2013)).

6.3. **Edit distance measure**

Besides the average identity measure used in this project to check if polished consensus
have improved, other good measure could be an edit distance between the reference and
the polished consensus. Edlib (Sosic i Sikic (2016)) tool could be used to calculate the
edit distance.

That tools was used in this project to try to calculate the edit distance, but it showed
problems when it was used on data consisting of multiple contigs. Also, if data is
circular (which is common for bacteria), data must be preprocessed in a way to make
both data start at position in which are they aligned. To calculate the coordinates from
which the alignment starts, Mummer tool could be used.

6.4. **Inference - output size**

Currently the size of the output is 1, since for each sample models predict one base.
The question remains what would happen if the model didn’t predict only one base,
but multiple bases (e.g. 2 or 3 consecutive bases). In such scenario, the sample would
have multiple centered positions along with $\texttt{neighbourhood\_size}$ flanking positions.

When pileups are being created, sliding window would have the size of $2*\texttt{neigh-
bourhood\_size}$+x where $x$ is the number of centered positions (and, also the size of the
output). If sliding window was then moved for $x$ positions, the predictions wouldn’t
overlap and they would be just appended at the polished consensus. If the sliding
windows was moved for less than $x$ positions, subsequent predictions would overlap
in some number of positions and those overlapping would have to be resolved in the
postprocessing (e.g. the simplest overlap postprocessing could be the majority vote).
6.5. Inference postprocessing

Current inference postprocessing works in a way that for each prediction (which are posterior probabilities) appropriate base is appended onto polished consensus which is an empty at the beginning. If prediction is a nucleus base, then corresponding base is appended (‘A’, ’C’, ’G’ or ’T’). If the prediction is insertion, then nothing is appended since it means that reads have something which was not there. If the prediction is a deletion, then prediction is a symbol ’N’ representing that nucleus base is missing from reads.

Putting the symbol ’N’ could confuse the metrics and potentially lower the score. Edlib tool has support to provide which bases are the same when calculating the edit distance, hence one could provide that all other bases are the same as ’N’. Other try could be, if the prediction is a deletion, too also append nothing, but it’s not clear how this will affect the metrics since in this situation the final length of polished consensus is being shortened when it should not be.

6.6. Multiple output branches or specialized models

In order to better handle the underrepresented class (deletions), specialized branch of the network, of whole new network, could be used to predict the deletion class. If this branch, or network, predicts the that input is not a deletion, normal output is considered to resolve whether it is a base or an insertion. Such approach is used in Clairvoyante XY (put reference) to separate the outputs which predict the bases and the outputs which predict other useful information (zygosity, variant type and so on).

6.7. Homopolymers

At the end of the work, in order to find the clues which part of the workflow could be improved, MSA supported overlap with indels pileup version was investigated (MSA was done by Racon tool). Especially, deletion class was investigated. When neural network polishes the consensus, if it predicts a deletion, it will output symbol ’N’ meaning that some base is missing here. If the model knew what was missing and instead of symbol ’N’ appended the true base to the polished consensus, that will definitely rise the final polished consensus quality.

It turns out that there are some regularities when the deletion happens. Looking at the PacBio pileups, it can be seen that most of the time there are two cases. In one case
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>total deletions</th>
<th>homopolymers before deletions</th>
<th>homopolymers after deletions</th>
<th>deletion bursts with length 2</th>
<th>deletion bursts with length 3</th>
<th>deletion bursts with length 4</th>
<th>deletion bursts with length &gt;4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All bacteria</td>
<td>77787</td>
<td>15901</td>
<td>13865</td>
<td>4983</td>
<td>2197</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>2212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. cerevisiae</td>
<td>216684</td>
<td>47766</td>
<td>88398</td>
<td>24559</td>
<td>4607</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusobacterium</td>
<td>301368</td>
<td>71621</td>
<td>164367</td>
<td>18112</td>
<td>5136</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.1:** Total number of deletions, homopolymers after and before deletions and length of deletion bursts per dataset

A deletion is surrounded by sequence of the more deletions (burst of deletions). These are the parts of the subsequent pileup labels for this case: ...GDDDDIGITDDGDGDDD DDDCDDDDDDCDDDCDDCDDDDDDDDTG..., ...ITITIITDDDDCDDDDD DDDDDDDDDDDDDCTDTIDDDDDCAD..., ... In the other case, a deletion is intertwined with other bases and insertions. These are the parts of the subsequent pileup labels for this case: ...AAAITGIAGAIICICIITIIIDGIAGIICIIICIIICGIG ITIGI..., ...CCTIGICIITGGTIIGIAIIDIIDCIAGIGITIIAIIATT..., ...

Looking at the Oxford Nanopore pileups, it can be seen that the mentioned two cases also occur but slightly less frequent, while there is also a third case. In the Oxford Nanopore pileups, deletions often come at the beginning of the homopolymer regions - sequences of the same bases one after the other. These are the parts of the subsequent pileup labels for this case: ...IIIIIIAAIIIIIGAAATDAAAAACAGATICIIA ATAGI..., ...ICIITDCCCIITIIITGGTTIDGGGGGCATTTTGGGAIIGGA..., ...IIIIIIIIITITITNTTTTTTTTTGGACGACITICT....

All those statistics are summarized in the table 6.1. It can be seen that in datasets created from Oxford Nanopore reads deletions surrounding were homopolymers. Hence, it would be reasonable to try, in the inference postprocessing, to put the homopolymer base in the place of symbol 'N' when working with Oxford Nanopore reads to improve the polished consensus quality. Other approach taking this findings into the account would be to make an additional prediction branch (like described in the previous section) which would predict the length of deletions. By knowing the deletion length, model could try to replace such region with appropriate homopolymer base.
6.8. Possible incompatibility of optimization processes

This last section does not need to be considered as an idea to try - rather an observation. While training a deep neural network, model is forced to optimize the accuracy on the samples which are only a tiny part of the polished consensus. While one can hope that with optimizing this problem it would also increase the performance on the other problem (creating a better polished consensus), there is currently no a strong proof for such behaviour.

To make these two optimization processes match, instead of using an cross-entropy error for each sample in the dataset, more accurate loss information would be the average identity (or edit distance) of polished consensus created with the model which contains the same weights as in the current step of the training process. But, calculating the whole polished consensus and it’s metric before every parameter update is time consuming. Also, it is questionable if such information would be derivable (maybe the edit distance could be the derivative?) which might make it unusable in backpropagation and it might overfit to that particular reference.

Hence, keeping the two optimization processes separate in the theory is not the same, but in the practice it is shown that by optimizing a model performance on the samples, both optimization processes are being optimized.
7. Conclusion

This work shows that polishing a consensus with neural network in order to increase the metric score (e.g. average identity) is possible, but the whole process still needs the improvements.

Process is highly fragile as it consists of few workflows with a lot of steps. Those fragile parts are pileups creation, dataset construction, model training, inference, inference post processing and so on. Among three represented pileup versions, one showed having on average a better contextual information than the others, but there is no reason that there is no another pileup version which wouldn’t do better. There is no standard dataset on which models could be trained and compared as in other fields where deep learning techniques are being applied (e.g. image processing). The existence of such standard dataset would definitely improve the applications of deep learning techniques in this field.

Forming a samples from a dataset and then using those samples for training was shown as a rather simple problem even for slim neural networks since a lot of models achieved a validation accuracy over 99%. The main problem which occurs for implemented pileup creation and dataset is the class imbalance. The number of deletions is well underrepresented, hence making it hard for models to properly learn to predict deletion samples.

Nevertheless, despite all those problems, this work hopefully provides a way to a further improvement of the method. Sometimes resulting in a slightly better or slightly worse results and most of the times giving the same result, confirms that it might be on a good track.
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Development of tools for genome assembling with enough precision to be useful in practice is still an open problem. Third generation sequencers allow genome assembly with smaller fragmentation and high accuracy. In this work, we try to improve the final accuracy of the assembled genome using deep learning techniques. Trained convolutional deep network polishes errors in the assembled genome by learning the correct bases, insertions and deletions patterns. Networks are prepared to be used with Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore data. Current results show that sometimes models slightly improve, sometimes slightly degrade consensus quality, but there is still a room for progress since there are a lot of untested ideas which are described in the end of the thesis.
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